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A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a

lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!
As you may have read in the Introduction document and the
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.
So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips.
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites.
Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.
So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay
installment.
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Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand

in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!
But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the netbook was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written
notes.
Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style
shortcuts. So, when you see meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,”
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a
hand-written diary.

+

Navigation Tips
These interactive PDFs include…
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events, use
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy;
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and;
various hyperlinks.
You may also just page through by…
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or;
right side tapping/right left swiping;
depending on your viewing device.
➧ Zoom the pictures to examine details.

(Don’t forget to use your Bookmarks!)
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A few words on how this trip came to be.
Day 1: Friday, May 26, 2000—Departure

Day 10: Sunday, June 4, 2000—Cinque Terre

Yes, we too went. Another excellent supper.
Day 11: Monday, June 5, 2000—Urbino

In which we drive over the mountains, and get trapped.
Day 2: Saturday, May 27, 2002—Arrival, Pizza

Gloriously warm. Gracious greetings, good pizza.

Day 12: Tuesday, June 6, 2000—Cortona

In which we drive over the mountains, and get trapped.

Day 3: Sunday, May 28, 2000—Arezzo

So much for leisurely caffe sitting.

Day 13: Wednesday June 7, 2000—Florence

Shopping for paper. Admiring shoes.

Day 4: Monday, May 29, 2000—Florence

By car, not bad. A nice long walking tour.

Day 14: Thursday, June 8, 2000— Monteriggio , Volterra, San Gimignano

A long day exploring history.

Day 5: Tuesday, May 30, 2000—Medici Villa, Tuscan supper

The way the other half lived. Traditional Tuscan hospitality.

Day 15: Friday, June 9, 2000—Florence

This time, the Uffizi.

Day 6: Wednesday, May 31, 2000—Chianti drive, Montefioralli

The countryside. A gem of a gentrified town.
Day 7: Thursday, June 1, 2000—Radda, Castellini in Chianti

Some local sights.

Day 16: Saturday, June 10, 2000—Return

The Rocks in Our Heads
A Long Time in One Place

Day 8: Friday, June 2, 2000—La Crete, Abbazia di Monte Oliveto
Maggiore, Montepulciano

Astounding countryside. Salacious frecoes. Hilltown.
Day 9: Saturday June 3, 2000—Ristorante Dal Falco in Pienza

Along drive for a good supper.
(Don’t forget to use your Bookmarks!)
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Preparation

We spent most of the free time during the winter of 1999–2000

discussing plans for Loie’s Birthday Trip. Near the end of 1999 we
had settled on Italy, but our friend Richard the travel agent hadn’t
been able to book us into any luxury villas.
“Jeeze Louise, these places are booked up a year in advance,”
said Richard. And, we had found that even with Loie’s special
Birthday Trip Savings Fund, the best of the luxurious villas cost
rather more than we could afford to spend. So Loie went onto the
Web, and found italianvillas.com. When she found La Gioconda,
a farmhouse villa whose picture included Sparky, the owners’ dog,
that was pretty much that. The guidebooks were read in earnest.
Negotiations for a rental at La Gioconda began. We were going to
Italy!
Preparations for Loie’s Birthday Trip proceeded apace. We were
booked for May twenty-seventh through June tenth.
“I know it’s not so elegant,” I said. “But we’ll have a relaxing time
sitting in little cafes, drinking coffee and watching the people.”
Goodness, how wrong I was!
On May twenty-seventh, we took off for Florence, and the time
of our lives. Richard had booked us to fly to Paris and then Florence
on Air France, and the plane flights, though long, were pleasant.
“But I don’t think the food is any better than Iceland Air,” I said,
and Loie agreed. An attendant at the Air France counter at the
airport had assured us we would eat very well on Air France. A bit
of hyperbole, that. But soon enough we were in the tiny Florence
airport, picking up our rental car, and swooning in the unaccustomed heat.
“Oh, what a good start,” said Loie. “It’s so hot!”

◀
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Day 1: Friday, May 26, 2000—Departure
At Sam’s Brewhouse across from our boarding gate. Bucky’s
smoking up to prepare himself for 7½ smokeless hours.
I still don’t feel like we’re going to Italy, but we are! We left
Yo’s house earlier than planned, at about 6ish and arrived
at Dulles economy lot at about 7:15 p.m. A shuttle arrived in
moments and we rode to Stop 1, which includes nearly every
airline. Stop 2 is primarily United. The Air France counter
was just a short walk from the entrance, we got in a long
line that moved pretty well. We were soon checked in. By 8:45
we were on a shuttle to our terminal—a short hop and once
again to our amazement just a short walk to our gate. Across
from it are a decent little pub, a smoking lounge restrooms,
just a few feet away! I believe there is a direct correlation
between how much luggage you have to manage how far
you have to walk.
BUT, for future reference, when driving to Dulles on
Friday during rush hour, allow enough time! We were here (at
our gate) 40 minutes before boarding time, but I don’t think
that’s too much time. I will never be able to finish a 20 oz beer
in the next 15 minutes!
P.S. Parking rates are now $6 a day. $ in trunk under the
mat.

&

&

&
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Day 2: Saturday, May 27, 2002—Arrival, Pizza
That was quite a trip. In Paris, we were to connect to travel
on to Florence. We navigated ourselves to what we thought
was our gate to board for our connection, went down some
stairs, arrived in a concrete bunker with a door out onto the
airfield. There were no attendants in evidence, but we weren’t
the only passengers. We sat around for a while, as the
time for our connection approached, we got more and more
nervous. Nothing was happening.
We asked another couple if they thought this was the place
to board for Florence, and they said they thought so. Finally
an attendant showed up told us, in French—passengers
were trading translations—that the plane to Florence was
late coming to the airport. So we sat some more, a sign
did eventually light up giving our f light number. I can’t
remember exactly how late we were in boarding, almost an
hour. Passengers continued to trickle down the stairs. Finally
we were all put on a bus, we drove out across the airfield to
a parked plane. We were jammed onto the bus. One lady had
a little dog in a handbag! We got off the bus walked to the
boarding ramp up into the plane, just like in an old movie.
Bucky says he remembers doing that going to California as a
child. Eventually we got to Florence, when we got our luggage, the side of the big blue wheelie guy was smashed in. Oh
brother!
We dithered a bit over that—finally got a receipt for having
it repaired. The claims person said we could have that done
in Florence or at home. Bucky tried opening and closing the
smashed bag, thought he could get it to work, so we decided
to just use it smashed until we got home.
We got our car—upgraded to a larger model when we were

&

&

&

&
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&
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&
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renting—Bucky found it out in the lot drove around to pick
me up. The air outside was gloriously warm! Off to Florence!
We had a bit of trouble getting on the right road to our villa:
we were headed to Pisa for a few minutes—west instead of
east. The highways are marked mainly with destinations, of
course a new place is confusing at first. Problem: of course
there are no signs for the tiny towns of Cancelli or Regello. So
how do we know what way, toward what big cities, we’re supposed to head? Bucky says, “If you live here, you know what
way to go. But then, you don’t need signs.”
At least we’re driving on “our” side, unlike Scotland!
We soon straightened out and drove around Florence to the
south, then out into the countryside. It’s rather more rural and
a bit rougher than we had imagined, but very green silvery
green quite lovely. We drove up into some low mountains
or high hills. We followed our directions, and eventually
were on a gravel lane! Back back we drove, passing an agrotourist villa, we were getting a little concerned. We stopped
at the first house we came to after the villa—they waved us on
to La Giaconda. Down a slope through more vineyard, then
up a steep bit and we were in a little yard, and were there! A
lovely old house, nice lawn, potted plants, stone stucco red
tile roofs, and a little greeting dog. Italianvillas.com said the
dog’s name is Sparky but Mrs. Rossi says it’s something else I
forget!
Greeted by Fernanda, without English, hoping Mr. Rossi
would come soon to translate. We were having trouble asking
her where to eat, but Mr. Rossi did arrive we got everything
straightened out. After some unpacking, we drove a little
further out the road from Florence, to Cancelli the local

&

&
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pizza restaurant. Fantastic cracker-thin wood oven pizza. Oh
gosh, Italy! Bed!

◀
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Day 3: Sunday, May 28, 2000—Arezzo
11:15-ish p.m. at the pizzeria in Cancelli.
I haven’t listened to our tape tonight, so some details
may need to be added. I’m very disorganized on this trip
but we’re adjusting. As usual at home, we’re closing down
the restaurant—no one here but us the servers staff, having their supper family style all together at a row of tables
pushed together to make one big long one. This restaurant
is a short drive from our apartment and quite good and
cheap—our bottle of wine tonight cost $8. It’s a Selciala
Rosso di Montepulciano 1998. Last night’s supper cost $23,
including the table charge, wine, antipasti of crostini toscana, a prosciutto, olives, mushrooms artichokes pizza, a
calzone, dessert for me. Tonight, wine, Pellegrino—con gaz,
we learned the difference—bruschetta, two pizzas and salad:
50,000 lira or $25. Bucky says this is the land of pleasant
living.*
On our first night in Italy, we had night visitors. Two of our
hosts’ cats used our unscreened bedroom window as their
door into our villa. They made agreeable sleeping companions, we woke at noon today, our first full day in Tuscany.
I’m in bed now, it’s near midnight (6 a.m. @ home, so much
for jet lag) and the two cats are on our spare bed.
Our apartment/villa is so much more spacious than I had
imagined it would be. It stretches out lengthwise. We enter
into a large open area. Ahead of us is a kitchen, to the right

&

&

&

&

&

* Loie and were both born in, and still live in Maryland, home to the Chesapeake
Bay, The countryside around the bay has been known since time immemorial as
“The Land of Pleasant Living,” which in many ways it is. But Tuscany was already
giving it a run for its money.
◀
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a dining room area, with no division between them, one big
room. Next to the kitchen, in the dining room, is a blocked
off fireplace with a high hearth. On the far right of the dining room area is a door leading outside onto a covered patio.
Bucky notes there is a wood burning oven in the back wall of
the patio, with tools propped in the corner of the wall. I bet
he wants to learn to make wood oven pizza like we’ve been
having in Cancelli!
To the left as we enter is a wide opening into a sleeping dressing room. It has a single bed and two armoires.
Cats like the bed. Three rooms connect to this dressing room.
Around a corner to the left is a bedroom with two double beds.
We are storing our luggage in there. Two sets of stairs go up
off the far side of the sleeping/dressing room. One leads to our
bedroom, with a double bed, chest of drawers small closet.
The other leads to a nice bathroom. It has a tile floor tile
wainscoting, and a shower that’s a curtain around a drain, its
floor being just the bathroom floor a bidet.
No screens in any windows, wood shutters in the downstairs gauzy curtains. Cats enjoy using the little bedroom
window as a way in and out. Floors throughout are quarry
tile, terracotta colored, walls are white stucco. All along the
front around the back is a short lawn ending in a wood
fence making a barrier to a precipitous drop grown up in
trees. Through them can be seen the Tuscan landscape; very
occasional red tile roofs blending into terraced fields of olives
and grape vines, cypress standing tall like Christmas garden
trees, the Prato Magno in the distance. We looked at our
map book, and that’s the name of the hills into which we’ve
come.

&

&
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Today we woke at noon drove to Arezzo. We walked a
few of the streets (parked near the trains and got a warning
ticket) visiting the Medici fortress and 3 churches. Must look
up the names to get them right—the duomo, of course, but
also two others—San Francesco the more famous.
Continued Monday morning

Before returning to our day in Arezzo, a couple of observations: roadways are clearly marked, once you understand
what the various signs mean. We have had very little trouble
navigating, although we have gone in and out of parking lots
in the wrong direction once or twice!
Also, there is a very clear gender difference here. In the
little town we drove through to get here, Il Lecchio, there
is a men’s club, and each night we see men sitting out front,
inside, on the street. Young men and women dress in styles
to emphasise their sex—styled hair, tight pants, high heels.
Older women mostly wear dresses hardly any women wear
stockings except decoratively. Some are quite extravagant—
the young lady wearing capri pants, high heel sandals ankle
high blue stockings!
Young women are generally very skinny—hardly see any
voluptuous or fat young women.
Back to Arrezo. We started late, got to Arezzo at about 2:30
or later—probably left at 1:30 traveled back country. Our
plan was to find a place to sit, eat pastries read our guidebooks to decide what to do on Monday. Not surprisingly,
instead we charged around first by the time we looked in
our book, we realized we didn’t even know about the church
EVERYONE comes to see in Arezzo—San Francesco.
We stopped first at Santa Maria della Pieve—a Romanesque
church with many pillars on the facade, each one different,
filled with faces. It made us realize that Rosslyn Chapel in

&

&

&

&

&
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Scotland was not such an oddball place, just an extreme
folly example of an older tradition. Santa Maria had been
filled over the centuries with addons, especially during the
Renaissance. Well intentioned (one presumes) purists of the
19th century decided to remove these additions to return it
to the original design. Mama Mia! So now it’s pretty much
empty.
These churches are magnificent in their size, very imposing.
Amazing to realize they are hundreds of years old. Santa
Maria is said to be one of Tuscany’s finest Romanesque
churchs. “Originally a Paleo-Christian church built on the
remains of an old Roman temple.” (Fodors) The info plaque
outside the building said 3 of the facade pillars were granite Roman. It was “redone” in the Romanesque style in the
12th century, an original facade dating to the 13th century.
We wa l ked towa rds t he Duomo, stoppi ng by t he
city park visiting the Medici fortress. The walls are
thick tall forbidding! One enters under an arch, turns
right goes up a stone ramp through an arched tunnel. All
along the way are shooter’s slots and openings in the tunnel
roof for pouring boiling oil on intruders!
From one end of the fortress we saw a cemetery down
below—reminded me of New Orleans. No lawn, lots of
grave markers and mausoleums, some plantings, but most
interesting, the little buildings with dozens of aquarium sized
displays for people, with a photo perhaps, all with a bouquet
of flowers and an electric candle, possibly an urn of ashes?
Very unlike most American cemeteries.
Finally we made it to San Francesco, another huge church
It is famous for its frescoes depicting “The Legend of the True
Cross,” by Piero della Francesco (1452–1466), The church was
begun in the 14th century building continued for centuries.

&

&
& &
&
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The facade of this church is very plain—what happened?
Bucky says it looks like it lost some covering—partial bases
for columns still remain.
Almost forgot—in Santa Maria, the reliquary head of Saint
Donatus, bishop and martyr—weird. And there was a glass
coffin with the preserved body of a patron of the church.
Finally, lunch at a caffé pizza again back home at Giustá.
After our late lunch and people watching session, we
returned to our car to find an official-looking printed slip on
the windshield. Having only a little Italian-English dictionary
geared to eating, drinking and asking for the bathroom, bolstered by our combined school life knowledge of languages,
we determined the message was scary, but we weren’t sure
how scared to be. We decided to ignore it take off for the
drive back to our villa.

&

&

&
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Day 4: Monday, May 29, 2000—Florence
We drove to Florence, not leaving until about 11:15. We
expected shops to be closed on Monday morning, so getting
down to Florence by noon or so would be fine. We thought
we might park outside bus in, as guidebooks recommended,
but at the bus station, the people in the information booth
said driving in was OK, so we did.
They gave us a street map and directions. Driving in wasn’t
exactly easy, there was some pretty stiff traffic and the route
was a bit circuitous, but we made it to the train station west of
the centro storico with only one incident of being stopped in
traffic, with impatient drivers honking behind us. We found a
place to park under the train station, just as we had been told
to. Then we joined the throngs of train riding tourists marching on the historic center.
Our first stop was an impressive one—the Baptistery and
the cathedral, known as the Duomo. The Baptistry is incredible—a huge octagonal building. The interior of the dome is
covered with Byzantine mosaic depicting the Last Judgement,
Adam Eve’s expulsion from the Garden of Eden other
Bible stories. The bronze doors are even more famous—1 set
by Andrea Pisano two doors by by Lorenzo Ghiberti—the
“Gates of Paradise,” the finest, so named by Michelangelo,
who seemed to have a lot to say on a lot of subjects. These
doors illustrate scenes from the New Testament. A very nice
young woman loaned us her guidebook, and with our binocs
we identified the iconography.
The Baptistery sits on a site that once housed a Roman
Temple, and its shape derives from that origin (what was there
before the Roman temple?). The floors are in carpet pattern of
tile, there is a zodiac design from the Eastern influence.

&

&

&

&
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Before entering through the open Pisano south doors, we
stopped to rub the knees of each of the Virtue panels. This
ensures being virtuous. There were not nearly as many
people inside the Baptistry as we had feared given the crowds
outside. One could sit as long as one liked on the wooden
benches admire the mosaics. The binocs were helpful for
this; the spotting scope would have been even better!
We did not go into the Duomo, deciding to save that
for another day. Instead, we meandered our way to Ponte
Vecchio, sitting on the curb in the piazza for a while to watch
the tourists feeding the pigeons.
Yikes—I goofed up the tape, so I forgot about our first
stop at the Gucci outlet café just outside Il Lecchio. While
espresso is generally inexpensive—1,000 lira, American coffee was 4,000 lira! And for not much more coffee. It’s a very
chichi place, but I have no desire to buy an unlined blue jean
jacket for Bucky at $165!*
So we wandered around a small area of Florence, visiting
a wine deli shop—got some grappa, wine supper, walked
across the Ponte Vecchio (Old Bridge) just as the vendors
were closing up shop, through the loggia/gallery of the Uffizi
(not in this order), dodged motorcycles, had a snack at Caffé
Ritti per the suggestion of our server at Giusti’s. Bucky had
his first Vin Santo, along with ripe melon prosciutto. The
wine is reminiscent of Joan’s peach wine.

&

&

&

&

&

* The most impressive thing about our stop there: Loie’s espresso was the smallest
one ever had in Italy: a mere smear of grounds on the bottom of a tiny cup. Very
Gucci. I looked in the outlet, and decided to walk along the edge of the parking lot
bird watching while she shopped.
(Don’t forget to use your Bookmarks!)
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Getting out of Florence was trickier—we wanted to try a
shorter route to the A1 but ended taking the long way route
via the Peretola exit. We ended up at home late, and had a
sumptuous picnic-at-home meal with a bottle of wine—lovely.
Itinerary for walking Florence Monday 5/29, An additional note by
Bucky.
Train station. Pass Santa Maria Novella on Piazza dell’Unita
Italiana to Via Cerretani. Piazza San Giovanni Baptistry.
Facade of Duomo, Campanile, along Piazza del Duomo.
South on Via d. Studio: nice old one story stucco front “studio.” Left on v. d. Corso past Palazzo Salvinti. Right on v. d.
Consolo past Palazzo Pazzi and the Proconsol’s House. Past
Bargello with the locks on the outside of the doors! Painted
outline of Roman tower and walls c. 30 bc on the street
pavement. On to Piazza San Firenze where Loie discovers the
wine merchant who spoke English so well. (Returned there
later to buy wine and supper.) Left on v. d. Condotta, left
on something into Piazza d. Signoria. Sit on curb and read
about the paving stones and the statuary in front of Palazzo
Vecchio. Neptune fountain with oddly proportioned bronze
nudes. Reproduction David. Through Piazzale degli Uffizi
with the galleries of statues of Italian luminaries. Right along
river to left onto Ponte Vecchio.

&
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Day 5: Tuesday, May 30, 2000—Medici Villa, Tuscan supper
Today we spent battling traffic to Poggio a Caiano, to visit a
country villa of Lorenzo de Medici. It took 3 hours (normally
an hour, or hour 20 minutes) to get there, due to an accident
on the Florence beltway.
First we had café breakfast in Regello— 2 cappuchinos
and two pastries for 6,300 lira, about $3 change. So that
sustained us through car sitting. We stopped at an Ipercoop
(Mrs. Rossi tells us “ee-per-koop,” not co-op) to pick up picnic
lunch. Once we finally found the villa it was right on the main
street in town! First we drove past it several times, backing
and forthing and never noticing the tiny sign on the villa’s
surrounding wall. To actually read the sign, you pretty much
have to be parked in the road—Route 66, the main “highway”
of the area— be stopping traffic. We parked across the street
in a church parking lot.
We took our picnic lunch with us, paid ₤4,000 each to
enter wandered the grounds first. The villa was obviously
quite beautiful in its prime, but now the house gardens
are a bit run down though parts are being restored. The old
pathways through the grounds in back are surrounded by
patches of grass weeds.
Lorenzo Medici never lived in the finished villa, dying
before its completion. Over the next 300 years, work continued, off and on. The Medicis were run out of Florence, stayed
out for decades. Various maintenance work was done, redecorating, restoration, so the villa is a mix of centuries of styles.
The famous Bianca lived here after marrying Francesco I de’
Medici. She had been his mistress while Francesco’s first wife
was still alive. In October 1587 they died on the same day.
Some believe they were poisoned by arsenic.

&
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Many of the rooms were painted in trompe d’oiel, quite
effectively—the cover being pulled over the bower looked
absolutely real, until you stood directly under it.
We got home much more quickly, in plenty of time for our
6 p.m. return. Mr. Rossi greeted us said supper would be at
8 p.m., which was perfect. We had time to shower and relax. I
had gotten a bouquet for the Rossi’s hostess gift that morning
in Regello. It was quite a production for $15—a few orangeyred roses, astronomia, pink freesia-type f lowers, greens,
white baby’s breath, all wrapped in a big piece of stiff green
crepe paper to form a holder. The lady had used a machine
to curl the upper edge of the paper added an orange bow. It
was fun to watch the construction, the result was striking!
So with me carrying flowers Bucky a bottle of wine we had
bought in Florence, we presented ourselves at 8.
I think we were treated to the equivalent of a Sunday
dinner—primo course of prosciutto, melon, dried tomatoes
with capers in olive oil, bread, with white wine made by a
friend. Next, soup with kale and “Ave Maria” pasta shaped
like rosary beads, sprinkled with parmesan cheese drizzled
with olive oil. The soup was very rich, delicious and with it we
had red wine.
Mr. Rossi liked this wine very much. He has found the
source although it is new—1999—still very good. We proceeded on to a round of zucchini with tuna, then pork loin
in a rich sauce, with fagioli—white beans, cooked with
sage basil, olive oil and salty.
Then strawberries in sugar sy rup, home brew v in
santo grappa. And espresso of course. When Mr. Rossi had
given us a taste of grappa, Bucky insisted on bringing over the

&
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bottle we had bought in Florence. Mr. Rossi was polite, telling
us the bottle was pretty! (His grappa was much tastier.) But
Bucky’s adding to the party impressed Mr. Rossi somehow,
for he then opened the cupboard brought out yet another
bottle. Now, he said, we should try some of his neighbor’s
special grappa, made with “secret grasses.” We tasted and
wow, it was potent and odd. Apparently the secret grasses
were herbs, probably infused.
We were, through our evident appreciation of Fernanda’s
cooking and attention to Mr. Rossi’s tutelage about all things
Italian, quickly becoming almost family. Nicolo went to bed
at 11:30, he had to go to work in the morning. We stayed until
at least midnight. Mrs. Rossi must have been glad to see us
walk around the corner to our door—she had a lot of cleaning
up to do.
Note: Traffic in Italy is in some ways exactly like the way it’s
depicted—crazy impatient drivers passing each other where
there seems no room, horns honking if you don’t move over
or fast enough. But traffic moves. Mr. Rossi said today’s jam
was on the news. Imagine a traffic jam, such as occur twice a
day at rush hour in Baltimore, being news!
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Day 6: Wednesday, May 31, 2000—Chianti drive, Montefioralli
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We drove west, through Figline towards Greve, stopping
first in Regello for cappuchino pastry. We tried to use the
Italian phone system to call a restaurant in San Gimignano
without any luck. (One of the magazine restaurants Aunt
Dolores gave us. I think I’ve forgotten to say that before we
left, Aunt D gave us a special edition publication of Bon
Appétit magazine: “The Soul of Tuscany.” It’s our wish list!)
Later on Bucky got through, but still no luck—too busy to
stop to talk to a non-Italian speaker. Everything turned out
fine anyway.
We drove through beautiful Chianti countryside, stopping
for photos. I picked wildflowers for pressing. The first ones
came from just outside Figline (Phi-LEEN) a white spike,
pink, a yellow spike cluster. Outside Greve, a poppy, purple
cluster along one side of the stem, a pink a yellow reminiscent of butter eggs.
The landscape is so beautiful—a wonderful mix of colors
and shapes. The soil in Chianti is red like ours, not the pale
yellow of Cancelli and the Prata Magna. This gives a rich
look—a good contrast. Bucky’s chosen destination for the day
was Montefioralli, the “much restored hamlet where a single
elliptical street—Via di Montefioralli—encompasses a few
tower houses and two Romanesque churches.” We had hoped
to lunch in its trattoria (which looked quite appealing), but
it was closed. The town was Disney-like to our eyes—small
cobblestone street curving around ancient stone houses,
flower pots and boxes everywhere—so picturesque!
But nothing open at 2:30 and almost no one in sight. Eerily
quiet. We had brought our melon prosciutto bread picnic,
so had it at the little parking lot just outside the town. I took
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a nap while Bucky walked back into town to take some
pictures. He met an American couple in town, just about the
only people we ever saw there. Bucky told me, “Niel and his
wife said they like to eat crabs in Oxford, Maryland, with
their relatives. And according to them, Sienna has too many
tourists. This little town is supposedly perfect: there aren’t
any people in the street. Is that weird or what, to want to go
to an Italian ghost town?”
With me refreshed, we drove on and passed the house with
the million dollar view—quiet and beautiful, overlooking a
perfect little valley of vineyard trees field. Collected some
flowers—2 grasses, a thistle a yellow spike flower. On the
road to Panzano, a pink sweet pea.
Panzano sits on the top of a hill surrounded by the “Golden
Valley”—gets beautiful light from every direction.
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Day 7: Thursday, June 1, 2000—Radda, Castellini in Chianti
I didn’t feel very well during the early part of yesterday—
too much of the dolce vita? After drinking a full bottle of
water and eating only fruit, I began to feel better. We took the
morning to do a bit of shopping at the coop in Figline and
to search for a laundromat. It wasn’t until nearly 2 that we
set out for the west, heading for Radda other points. This
morning I’m brewing coffee.
We discovered what’s expensive in Italy—gasoline! ₤108,000
for 51 liters = $54 for a tank of gas! But, we drove Sunday
through Wednesday on our first tank, and actually we weren’t
out of gas at that point. Just didn’t want to take a chance on
being very low out in the countryside.
On our drive to Radda in the very beautiful Chianti
countryside, we saw many lizards of different sizes, colors markings. They were in the road taking advantage of the
hot sun. Some we thought big meaty enough to be antipasti.
We stopped at a winery, Castillo d’Albola, to sample some
wines. We bought one, and some olive oil. The young lady in
the tasting barn told us how in 1985 (we think, but at least, not
too long ago) 20 centimeters of snow a day of freezing cold
killed all the olive trees. Bucky says that’s about eight or nine
inches! Good thing they didn’t have the Long Winter of ’94!
But I suppose it’s all relative—think of Sister Amy and 20 feet
of snow!
Bucky took photos of some pretty old buildings across the
road, part of the cooperative we presume, and I got pictures
of the area, including one of a beat up old cycle parked by the
vines. (Our wine is a “Super Tuscan,” contains some Cabernet
Sauvignon. Apparently a new thing.)
From Radda, a picturesque little town overrun with tour-
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ists, we drove on towards Castellini in Chianti, another
beautiful place. We passed a fellow in a vineyard driving a
little truck with an cutting part sticking up, chopping off the
ends of the vines as he drove along so the growth is concentrated in the grapes.
We ate an early dinner or late lunch in an outdoor cafe in
Castellini, along with many other Americans and Europeans.
Trying to eavesdrop and figure out what languages people
were speaking! The cafe was actually a pizzeria, but we just
ate from the antipasti buffet had a bottle of wine. Delicious
and satisfying meal for ₤68,000, a bit less than $35. We drove
home much more quickly than the going—about an hour, and
got back early enough to stop at Giusti’s for gelato espresso.
My espresso and Bucky’s Vin Santo each cost ₤2,000—about
a dollar!
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Day 8: Friday, June 2, 2000—La Crete, Abbazia di Monte Oliveto Maggiore, Montepulciano
We decided yesterday was too beautiful to spend in the city.
Instead we drove to Montepulciano, leaving at our usual 11:15
a.m.—maybe a bit late even for us.* The morning was quite
beautiful—blue sky hot sun again—so off into the country
we went.
(Adding a note: Thursday night we startled a big owl in
our lane. He was flying back forth, then huddled himself
against the top of a pole.)
So, on Friday we headed to Figline down towards
Montevarchi, to get to Bucine for going west toward Sienna,
our plan being to drive through La Crete, a beautiful (I seem
to be using that word a lot, and it’s quite insufficient) area
southeast of Sienna. Mr. Rossi told us La Crete is worth a
visit—he thinks it is the most beautiful area of Tuscany.
Just south of Sienna the countryside didn’t look very different. But then we came over a hill were looking at a picture.
The rounded hills were glowing golden with some crop, the
cypress (?) trees were deep green strokes in curving lines
along lanes. We had to stop and take some pictures of the
painterly landscape. Mr. Rossi was right!
We drove south and made our way to the Abbazia di Monte
Oliveto Maggiore, “sited in one of the most beautiful tracts
of Siennese countryside” according to the Rough Guide. I
would not argue with that. We were driving up into a little bit
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* Loie and I had spent many weekend days going out hiking and birdwatching.
bike riding, museum visiting and what not during our years together. Somehow,
almost no matter what we were doing, we always seemed to have a few things to
do in the morning, and be leaving at 11 o’clock. It became a matter for jokes, “Oh,
eleven o’clock, and we’re starting out. Imagine that!”
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more hilly area, and the greens of hillside forests were mixing
with the ocher fields. In 1463 Pope Pius II praised the monks
of Monte Oliveto for their creation of this landscape, and a
fine job they did do. Driving up the winding road to the
monastery through fragrant woods was peaceful, the views
majestic yet humane in scale.
The monastery was founded about 1300 by Giovanni
Tolomei, a Siennese noble who renounced his wordly career
after being struck blind experiencing visions of the Virgin.
He adopted the name Bernardo and came with 2 companions to La Crete to live the life of a hermit. This drew a
following six years later the Pope recognized them as an
order—the Olivetans, or White Benedictines. The order got a
reputation for good works during a plague, ministering to the
sick and dying. Bernardo a lot of the monks didn’t survive
the plague time.
After a bad period during the 19th century, the monastery
was repopulated now the buildings, gardens and grounds
are being restored. The monks have several little businesses
to help support themselves and these works. They restore
ancient books, and have a shop selling wine, honey, olive
oil “Flora di Monte Oliveto,” a cure-all herb liqueur. We
imagine it bears some resmblance to Mr. Rossi’s grappa with
secret grasses.
The old cloister was painted in frescoes by, first, Luca
Signorelli from Cortona. We’re not sure how far along he got
before he left for a better job at the cathedral in Orvieto. Then
a bit of an eccentric took over. Antonio Bazzi, “Il Sodoma,”
painted from 1505 to 1508. Bazzi/Sodoma imitated Leonardo
da Vinci. The guide says no one’s sure about the nickname
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Sodoma, but that Vasari suggested it was apt: “…he was
always surrounded by young men, in whose company he took
great pleasure.”
Some of the young men so very evident in the frescoes
were lascivious—butt poses of virile young blondes—one in
particular who seemed to appear several times. Il Sodoma
also supposedly had three wives 30 children. He couldn’t
have been too dedicated to young men. And he had a menagerie: “badgers, apes, cat-a-mountains, dwarf asses, horses to
run races, magpies, dwarf chickens, tortoises, Indian doves…”
A lot of these animals are painted in the frescoes and there
also seemed to us to be a fair amount of eroticism in some
human figures—esp the temptresses. All in all a fairly odd
decoration for a monastery!
We looked into the refectory at a painting (not a fresco).
Mary Magdalene leaned on Jesus’ shoulder during the Last
Supper. At least, that’s what we thought. There are only 12
apostles, 7 to the right and 5 on the left. So we guess it can’t
really be the Magdelene.
We’ve seen several examples of Della Robbia (origin of our
fruit wreaths). I have a beautiful postcard capturing one of
the niches at the monastery. It’s outside the entrance to the
abbey. All over Italy we’re seeing these niches in walls where
the Virgin is displayed, sometimes with the baby Jesus.
After leaving the abbey, we headed for Montepulciano
through the countryside, driving all the back roads we could
find. Few roads are straight because they are built to the
mountains and hills, not engineered to cut through. I mailed
postcards in the small pretty town of Castelmuzio. We didn’t
see any castle!
We got to Montepulciano fairly late in the afternoon—good
light for photographs, then walking through the town—big-
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ger than some of the others we’ve visited. It wraps around its
hill like the layers of an onion—with not so many tourists
in June. We found the enoteca of Poliziano, one of the vino
nobile producers recommended by Bon Appetit. The samples
were awfully dry and astringent.
Then we stopped in a wine shop. The proprietors explained
that the “tannins” in a vino nobile needed at least four years
to mature and smooth out. A 1995 was the earliest we should
now be drinking! More planning than we’re interested in
doing. Bought a vin santo and a Canneto.
The Cathedrale di Montepulciano was imposing, with a
big square bell tower and a blank facade facing a huge piazza.
Montepulciano is a larger hill town than many of those we’ve
been visiting, so there was a bit more walking.
We ate supper at the Trattoria Diva, which we found just by
walking along and looking at menus and smelling through
doors. It was a good basic supper, Bucky had a grill of sausage,
I a riboletta. We especially enjoyed a bottle of 1995 vino
nobile. All through the meal, a voluable waitress was walking
around offering grated cheese: “Parmegiano! Parmegiano!” It
was well into night time by the end of our meal. We had some
trouble finding our little car in the dark, but eventually made
our way home, taking the highway as the dark precluded
much sight seeing.
There was one disappointment in Montepulciano, although
it had nothing to do with the town, really. Before we came
on this trip, we had been reading a book about the beautiful hill towns of Tuscany. Bucky had made a note to visit
Montepulciano, because he thought it was entered only by
a pedestrian causeway. Turns out his note was incorrect:
he got the other town, with the causeway, mixed up with
Montepulciano. But he agreed the view of Montepulciano
(Don’t forget to use your Bookmarks!)
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in the late afternoon sun, a view we stopped to admire as we
arrived, was magnificent. Guess we’ll just have to have the
hill town book from the library when we get home, and come
back to Italy!
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The Abbazia di Monte Oliveto Maggiore.

Montepulciano.
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Day 9: Saturday June 3, 2000—Ristorante Dal Falco in Pienza
Note: It’s Saturday, about 3 p.m. We are “at home,” decompressing recuperating, on our second bottle of restorative
wine. It’s hot—what must it be like in July August? We’ve
had picnicy style lunch, we’re doing laundry, it’s absolutely
quiet except for birds, pheasant, the occasional very distant
car horn. It seems as if nobody’s working. It’s hot, yes sunny,
with a dry warm breeze blowing through the loggia—heaven,
paradise.
Good lord! Our lazy day turned into an extravaganza!
About 3 or 4 p.m., Bucky began to think of supper. We had
about cleaned out our little refrigerator, so no picnic at home.
We could have gone to the pizza restaurant. For some reason,
we decided to check Aunt D’s Bon Appetit, and settled on the
Ristorante Dal Falco in Pienza. We found Mr. Rossi doing
some chores in the yard, and asked him if that could be done.
He thought we were nuts—we would need two hours to drive
to Pienza, more or less by way of Sienna. Unless Bucky was a
race car driver, he said. Bucky assured him he was. Mr. Rossi
just shook his head.
We didn’t finish our laundry and get dressed to go out until
7:30, and took off in high spirits. What a silly adventure. In
the end, we went by smaller roads and did well. If not for a
detour to avoid some kind of festival or parade in one small
town along the way, I estimated we would have taken an hour
and a quarter. and of course we were driving through lovely
countryside.
We had a bit of a walk to find the Piazza Dante Alighieri,
outside the old town. And then the restaurant was not strictly
on the Piazza, but on a little lane off it. But we asked, and got
pointed, and then there we were.
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There was a nice patio outside, protected a bit by buildings,
almost a little cove. The evening air felt a bit cool after the
heat of our “lazy” day. I had bruschetta and then guinea fowl.
Bucky had rabbit with reduction sauce. All was delicious.
Once again we drove home in the dark, and now late at night,
with cats visiting through the open window, I’m finishing up
the notes for the day.
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Day 10: Sunday, June 4, 2000—Cinque Terre
This morning we decided to visit one of the places on our
mental list, the Cinque Terre. We wanted to walk along at
least part of the cliff walk. Our guide books told us we’d be
visiting a series of little towns along the Ligurian Sea. It’s only
since the second world war that any kind of transportation
has come to the area. Originally the only way from town to
town was along the path on the cliffs.
We drove east past Florence and Pisa on the A1, A11 and
A12. We saw some quarries making a bright white patch on
cliffs outside Cararra. Wonder if the famous marble comes
out of any of those? Eventually we passed La Spezia. So all
the time we were highway driving through not particularly
interesting countryside—fast, but dirty, smoggy air in the
summery heat. It probably would have been a more appealing
drive without the thick smog. Traffic was tearing along at 120
and 150 KPH—100 miles per hour!
Our Atlante Stradale did well until we were north of
Monterrosso. Then the little roads to get down the hill into
town became too small to show well on the map. We followed
some signs and did some winding about through woods until
we sort of saw town below us, then just followed our noses
into Monetrosso. It’s the largest town of the five, and according to the books the best base for exploring. Once into town,
civilization was rampant. Obviously this is a major Italian
tourist destination!
We parked in a lot at the beach and looked around for a
bit. The town was jumping! The sandy beach was packed with
people lounging under umbrellas. We walked down to the
water, and found the “beach” under the beautiful clear green
water was cobblestoney, no longer sand. The cliffs curved
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around to make a big cove for the beach. Quite dramatic,
but not like being on Waipio beach! We walked back up into
the bit of town, and bought some postcards in a shop. We
were looking for the start of the cliff walk trail, which wasn’t
immediately obvious. A tourist brochure had a handdrawn
map of town, showing the trailhead. So with that, we found a
small sign that seemed to indicate the trail’s beginning, going
uphill onto the eastern cliff. At first it was just a sidewalk,
then it turned into a gravel path and we were off on our walk.
According to the guidebooks, the path would be easy to
follow. It would also be steep in places, sometimes narrow,
and always hot and dry. We found all that to be true. And it
was beautiful! The water below was clear, the air was crystal
and the sun crisp. Compared to something like Old Rag or
Bird Knob, the path was almost a road. In places it widened
out to ten feet of gravelly surface. In places it went up stairs
cut into the rock. It was often very close to the cliff edge, and
in one place we cringed when parents allowed young children
to run over to a precipitous drop. Thank goodness we didn’t
see anyone go over the edge!
About fifteen minutes into the walk we passed a man
sitting in a plastic lawn chair, with a bucket of huge lemons
for sale to thirsty walkers. At about 4:30, when we’d been
walking for an hour and a half, we met two young women
coming along from the east. They stopped us to ask if they
were near Monterosso. They told us they’d started out from
Riomaggiore at 10 a.m.! We told them, yes, at that rate they
were practically done.
Although many of the views as we walked seemed to
be of wild rugged cliffs, we often found ourselves passing
under houses perched higher up, and in some places walking
through or past what seemed to be yards, or gardens or little
(Don’t forget to use your Bookmarks!)
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vinyards. We walked about two hours and got to Vernazza,
the next of the five towns. This was a smaller town, with an
old tower perched on a rock in the water in front of the town
cove. Small boats were tied up at a pier, and a restaurant with
a big terrace was right along the waterfront. Our plan was to
eat supper in Vernazza, and take the train back to Monterosso.
But by now, it was getting on in the day, so we decided to go
back and get the car first.
The train ride back to M took five minutes, going through a
tunnel pretty much the entire way!
Well, then came a bit of adventure. The road from
Monterosso to Vernazza was tortuous—first back up then
mountain, then a tangle of tiny little roads we navigated
by instinct, trying to stay as close to the water as we could.
Bucky kept saying we’d just keep turning right until we saw
a sign. And eventually we did, and drove down a little street,
really, until we came to a closed gate. Residents only! Other
cars were parked along the little road, and so we joined them,
hoping that would work out.
It was obvious that we just needed to follow the other folks
down into town. We had hoped to eat at a guidebook recommended place, the Trattoria Gianni Franzi, but that turned
out to be the restaurant on the waterfront, and it was packed.
We opted for another recommendation, the Ristorante Torre.
That turned out to be a good choice.
We had to walk a little bit on the Cliff Trail, further out of
town. But ti took only a few minutes to find the restaurant. It
had spectacular views down into the cove and along the cliffs
in the sunset. This was just what we wanted!
There were several tables filled with students, so we figured
we wouldn’t be breaking the budget there. The whole place
was almost family style—some of the tables were wooden
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picnic tables.
Some of the students were having what looked like green
lasagna, and I remembered my first taste of pesto. That’s what
I wanted—pesto lasagne! Bucky asked our waiter about the
pesco al forno, what kind of fish it was. Not that Bucky would
care, he was just curious.
“Big fish,” said our waiter.
“And how is it cooked?” Bucky said.
“In cooking machine,” said our waiter. He wasn’t at all put
off, he really seemed to be happy we were interested.
“OK,” said B, “That’s for me. Big fish in a cooking machine.”*
I started with bruschetta and had the pesto lasagne—even
more delicious than I had hoped. Pesto is of course a Ligurian
specialty, and this did not disappoint! Bucky had a seafood
salad with lots of little bits, then his big fish. Actually it wasn’t
terribly big, and came in a paper bag with vegetables—sagey
tiny potato slices, tomatoes, olives—cooked inside with the
“big fish.” The wine was a local product, in an unlabeled
bottle, ₤8,000, about $4.
When we were leaving, we had only finished about half of
our second bottle. Our waiter tried to persuade us to take it
home! We declined. It was fun to have at the restaurant, but
not so good we’d want it left over the next day.
Vernazza looked pretty lit up below us as we walked back
down the cliff. We found our car intact and ticketless, and
spent an hour winding through woods and fields to the
highway, then a little less than two hours driving home. I had
a good long nap while Bucky drove through the night.
* And this has turned out to be a catchphrase for any situation where we know
just enough to be intrigued.
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Day 11: Monday, June 5, 2000—Urbino
We drove the A1 to Arezzo, around Arezzo on the red road
No. 73, passing by Anghiari through Sansepolcro. There was
a taxi on the A1 who was our first true Italian left lane grogger, annoying the speedy type Italians. One, who was leading
a long and we presume particularly impatient parade, drove
right up to the grogging taxi’s bumper, but on the far left,
encouraging him over. As soon as he got enough room—that
is, a couple inches on either side, he pulled up on the left side
of the taxi. Now both cars were driving in one lane, the fast
lane, and going in excess of 120 kph. Luckily for us, we were
too mesmerized by this spectacle to think about what might
happen if they collided right in front of us!
We stopped in a little town just past Arezzo for refreshments, and had wonderful “homemade” gelato, the best of
the trip. The place we stopped was kind of run down, almost
like a truck stop, but the big gelato sign called out to us. Of
course everyone talks about gelato. The few times we’ve tried
it on thos trip have left us wondering what all the fuss was
about. Now we know!
We parked in front and walked through a big open double
door into a bar. There were a few tables, farther in. The bar
tender looked us over, it seemed a bit suspiciously, or maybe
skeptically. Bucky said, “Gelato, por favore?” The barman
nodded, and turned around and walked away a bit, he came
back with a big bowl of chocolate gelato and two spoons. We
never got a chance to pick a flavor. Luckily, chocolate is B’s
favorite, and I too like it.
We took our bowl to a table in a little alcove or porch that
ran along the front of the building, and sat at a café table.
Then, when we ate some, all became clear. This was rich
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creamy dreaminess. It tasted of dark chocolate, not too sweet
from sugar, more like the rich sweetness of butter. Whew! It
took an effort to finish the whole big bowl, but we pressed
on and were eventually successful. When we took our empty
bowl back to the bar, the barman said, “Bueno?”
“Si,” said Bucky , “Multo bueno, grazie, grazie.” The barman finally smiled a bit.
“Gelato di casa.” Now we felt we knew what it was all about.
The road to Urbino took us through circuitous mountain
passes. We passed a couple of touring cyclists going the other
direction—it boggled the mind to imagine traveling those
roads on leg power alone. The mountains are steep but not
tall, heavily wooded, some white cattle, and of course, the
occasional restaurant were reminders of nearby civilization,
but this area still seemed an isolated place to live. It was
reminding Bucky a little of California me of Wilkes Barre.
Especially to me, with the little pipes of spring water coming
out of the hillside. We passed a ristorante in the Paradise
Valley!
We stopped outside Urbania to take a photo of the town on
the hill, but wires were in the way. I took a photo, with the
wire, just to show it!
Urbino is a beautiful town it’s lively because of the 10,000
students living there. We had come here specially to visit the
Ducal Palace. It was closed! Did we miss that in our books?
Perhaps, but we had a lovely drive and two great adventures.
And there were interesting bits of ancient coats of arms
plastered into the facade.
First, Bucky enjoyed sitting outside in an Urbino piazza
caffé while I did some shopping. I bought some fancy Italian
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underwear, truffles and truffle oil for Aunt D, some presents
and, of course, postcards.
We walked around town, finally going in search of a particular osteria to have supper. When we found it, it was closed
for business, but the proprietor was outside with three people,
and they were having prosciutto, cheese, bread, honey, and
wine from the shop, served on a low wall along the street. So
began the first adventure.
We joined in, and ended up going around the corner to
supper at the Vecchia Urbino on Via Vasari, with Mynos and
Helene, a young couple celebrating her 30th birthday and
their first year of marriage, and Chiara, a professor at Urbino
University. At first she had been proposing visiting another
restaurant out of town, but no one wanted to go so far.
At Vecchia Urbino, Bucky had the complete supper, and
we others ordered a la carte, with two carafes of a local
sangiovese wine. The owner came over during dinner and
was explaining our meal and how he made his own vinegar.
It may have been that Bucky , enjoying the lessons in Italian
cuisine, committed a faux pas by encouraging the owner.
After he left us, our new Italian friends thought his behavior
was inappropriately pushy.
“Of course, everyone makes vinegar,” said Ciara. “We’re
here to enjoy a nice meal, not listen to him talk.”
We did learn a good cooking lesson. “From the kitchen to
the table,” said the owner, when Bucky told him he saves wine
to use in cooking. Meaning two things, the owner explained.
First, one uses the same wine for cooking that one intends
to drink with the meal. And second, one never uses left-over
wine. Shudder! Well, I suppose we learned two lessons, one
about cooking and the other about being polite to new friends.
We went on to the “Bosom Pub,” which had Bud beer signs
◀
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hanging everywhere. Another Italian couple wandered in,
and they started buying rounds of stiff drinks for everyone—
first rum and lemon, then something blue with kiwi. Chiara
said they were from northern Italy where people drink more.
Maybe it’s the cold climate?
I had a moment of glory when after being handed a blue
drink, I said, “Down the hatch.” Everyone shook their
heads, and when we had, I think, explained the meaning, it
was the night’s new byword. Chiara teaches in Urbino on
Monday Tuesday, so she needed to get home to bed. Myno
and Helene were on her birthday trip first anniversary,
so they and the other couple were ready to down the hatch
for a while. We closed the bar, and thought we should head
home—hah, hours of driving.
And then we almost had a disaster! It was well past midnight when we headed back to the underground parking
where Bucky had moved the car. When we tried to exit, we
discovered that you were supposed to pre-pay, enabling you
to get out, as the exit was unattended at this hour. It was looking pretty grim, us not speaking Italian, it being late, us tired,
and wondering if we could find a place to sleep other than
the car. Luckily, I realized there was a button which rang an
attendant, and in short order, we relayed our problem. Bucky
went outside where the attendant was manning a booth at
the above-ground parking lot, paid, and made our escape.
Whewph! Bucky said the attendant was unruffled—we bet we
weren’t the first to have made that mistake.
Then, a long drive home, including a stop by a very disappointed police officer who was hoping he’d caught a Roman
driver—our rental car tags said Roma. He gave Bucky a
dejected sigh and waved him on after learning we were
American tourists. We were glad to get home at 3:45 a.m.!
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Day 12: Tuesday, June 6, 2000—Cortona
We left for Cortona late, sleeping in after Monday’s very
late night excursion.
We needed gas, and like everything else in Italy, gas stations are closed in mid-afternoon. We saw two men pump
gas and drive away—did they just steal gas, Bucky wondered?
But then a lady drove up and took out money. We had noticed
a zipper, but Bucky ’s card was rejected. The gas pump had a
picture of 10,000 and 50,000 lire notes. We watched the lady,
and voila! Figured out how to use the Italian self-service gas
pumps! Finally, well into the afternoon (1:45) we were truly on
our way to Cortona.
Arrived in Cortona at 3 p.m. Bucky was the mule, carrying
jackets and sacks, as we made our way into town. Believe it or
not, we actually found a museum which we wanted to enter,
open! The Museo dell’Accademia Etrusca had small bronzes,
a neat old Etruscan lamp displayed so poorly that we could
hardly see it, Etruscan jewelry plus a lot of stuff not from the
region. We decided our other visits would be to see a relic of
the True Cross in one of the churches one of the Etruscan
tombs. In true style, we struck out on both scores.
We enjoyed walking through the town, of course having
a delicious snack (sweet crepes at La Saletta, via Nazionale
25). We found the True Cross church, but a priest was leading
a dozen women in saying the rosary in the oratorio, so we
forbore to disturb them. No relic sighting!
Our Rough Guide briefly mentioned the Etruscan tombs,
making it sound as if they were just by Santa Maria dell
Grazie al Calcinaio, 1485. So we drove down the hill found
the church. Inside we saw a painting with an eye on a pyramid over a crucifix. Once back on the road, we couldn’t

&

find any signs to lead us to the tombs. After a bit of driving
around, we did finally, far from town, see a sign proclaiming
“Ipogee Etrusco,” and stopped to look. No path or other signs
appeared. We went back up into town, found a server in a
bar who we think was telling us how to find the tombs, but
the mostly Italian language directions were too complicated
for us to follow. She also thought the tombs might be closed
by that time—we gave up!
We agreed we could better use our time by having supper
at La Loggetta, which we did: a nice ’95 Vino Nobile for
B, beefsteak Florentine. Our waiter brought a huge piece of
meat out to show Bucky for his approval. I still haven’t told
him what it cost, especially since he only ate half, and the
rest became cat and dog treats! We chatted in the restaurant
until past 11 with Gladys and Bruno, she a Miami Cuban who
regularly travels in Spain, France and Italy, this time with a
friend. Bruno is French and West African.
And then, finally, naturally, leaving Cortona, two signs for
the Etruscan tombs! But it was way past time to head home.
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Day 13: Wednesday June 7, 2000—Florence
This morning both cats were on the bed. Lorenzo went
instantly on the alert, pricking his ears when he heard the
sound of a utensil clinking against a dish. In his haste he leapt
for the windowsill and misjudged the distance, sliding to the
floor. He made it out on the second try.
Different weather this morning—we’ve lost our Tuscan
sky. So while I write, I have two cat friends. Last night we got
home early enough to have Lorenzo waiting for us. Bucky
said to give him a treat of beefsteak. Lorenzo is not a dainty
eater! He devoured the meat wanted more. He slept with
us his sister came in the window during the night. I can tell
when she arrives—she’s not a light jumper—feels like a sack
of potatoes hitting the bed. She got her own steak treat this
morning—and liked hers as much as Lorenzo liked his!
We had a bit of rain building up yesterday which continues
this morning, though the sun seems as if it’s trying to come
out. We won’t go anywhere today until Bucky is feeling better—his very rich beefsteak is sitting heavy.
•
So, today was a lazy day Florence.
For a change, and an experiment as Bucky says, we were
persuaded by Mario to take the train. We drove to Figline
Valdarno station, parked in a lot and rode a commuter type
train in and out. There was some confusion about validating
our tickets in the yellow box machines, but it all worked. And
since we had parked at the train station in Florence our first
time, and followed the stream of pedestrian traffic from the
station to the center, why not just ride the train in the first
place? We’re almost learning to be somewhat Italian.
A shopping day, as it turned out. Marble paper for our local
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craft while I toured the Ferragamo Shoe Museum! The shoe
museum is an interesting place—many Ferragamo shoes for
his famous clients his very gossipy comments about the, but
all in a positive, suck up way—so and so “could wear heels of
any height because her feet were so strong” or somebody else
was “aristocratic right to the tips of their toes”—he could tell!
He divided women into three classes.
1) Cinderella—pretty, loves furs jewellry, must be married
to be truly happy. Under a size six shoe.
2) Venus—sophisticated and confident, but underneath, a
homebody. Size 6.
3) The Aristocrat—sensitive a deep thinker. Size 7 or larger.
That Ferragamo was full of himself! He knew how to please
women. There was a display of receipts from famous shoppers
at his Beverly Hills store, in the 50s—Marilyn Monroe, Mrs.
John Wayne, Ida Lupino the like. He also made shoes for
Hollywood movies—Marilyn Monroe wore his shoes in real
life and in the movies!
While I was in the museum, Bucky crossed the Ponte
Vecchio to find the store selling marble paper, where he
bought 3 sheets. He I met at a sandwhich bar—he was
still not feeling well, so I ate a sandwhich while he kept me
company.
Then we went to the Uffizi—or perhaps we had gone there
before sandwhich time? It was busy—a long line of people
waiting to enter. I saw a sign for tickets near another entrance,
and inside that door we learned we could get a reservation for
Friday, and skip the long line. So, we made a reservation.
I drove in Italy, trying to go to Giusti’s! It was fine—just
like back roads at home. But Giusti’s was closed, so we went
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back and asked our hosts where else to get pizza. We ended up
at Staglione in Cascia. Pretty good, but not our little Giusti’s.
Now time for sleep.
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Day 14: Thursday, June 8, 2000— Monteriggio, Volterra, San Gimignano
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Hot sunny
We planned to make our final touring day to Sienna San
Gimignano, but after stopping for a photo op at Monteriggio,
just outside Sienna, I was reading about Volterra in the Rough
Guide. Learning that it was an ancient Etruscan city with an
Etruscan gate still intact, and that one of the three principal
crimes Lorenzo confessed to Savonarola on his deathbed
was the seige and pillage of Volterra, we decided to go there
instead of Sienna. Having been disappointed in finding
tombs in Cortona, I suppose we figured finding the Etruscan
Gate would be a good substitute! It was a good choice—we
both liked Volterra very much.
On the way to town, we stopped at a lay-by to look out over
a beautiful valley and photograph the view and a picturesque
old villa. A motorcyclist had already stopped there. He was
joined by a couple on another motorcycle, and they spoke
German.
Volterra turned out to be high on a plateau, and because
some of the old city has fallen off the cliffs due to erosion,
it is flatter than many other hill towns. It’s small enough to
find your way around easily, and at last we saw some ancient
Etruscan structures! We saw the Etruscan gate, but the faces
are too eroded to recognize what they depict. The town wall
in the area of the gate is built on an Etruscan foundation of
huge stone blocks. Bucky liked that a lot.
This town is the “alabaster” center of Italy. Just as the
guidebook says, every 3rd shop sells it! I bought a small urn
as a souvenir.
We had our lunch alfresco, a picnic of sandwiches and
things bought at a local pub, on the wall edging a piazza,
◀
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looking out over roofs and countryside. Bucky laughed to
see rocks holding down roof tiles while satellite dishes and
antennas sprouted beside the stones. An interesting contrast
in practicalities. The Etruscan gate was visible from that vantage point. Bucky took some photos in town while I shopped.
I bought a silver necklace, and alabaster urn (small), 3 dolphin
beads a small replica of an Etruscan figure on which I will
hang jewelry.
We also visited the Etruscan Museum—Museo Guarnacci,
which displays local artifacts. The Rough Guide says, with
great accuracy, “unfortunately the display, grouped according
to subject, is stultifying old–fashioned uninstructive, and
only a few pieces manage to stand out from the mass–produced ware.” The best pieces, the guide says date from the
“Golden age” of the 3rd or 2nd centuries BC, for example
“Gli Sposi” and “Ombra Della Sera,” Shadow of the Evening,
which provided inspiration for Giacometti. The Rough Guide
says, “the farmer who unearthed it displayed rather less
reverence—he used it as a poker for several years.”*
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* Since our return, I’ve looked into this, and the story appears to be legendary.
“In 1737, the Florentine scholar Anton Francesco Gori discovered the statue in the
home of the Buonarroti family at Florence. Some time after, Mario Guarnacci
came into possession of the statuette, though whether by purchase, exchange or
some other means is not clear.
“Mario, a prelate, collector and archaeologist, had received his education at the
University of Pisa, and later studied Greek in Florence under the tutelage of Anton
Maria Salvini. From 1726, Guarnacci committed to an ecclesiastical life in Rome,
but after holding various prominent positions resolved to return to Volterra.
From the end of the 1750s, Guarnacci concentrated his studies on the Etruscan
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A wall plaque says several theories attempt to explain
its purpose. It is unique only in its elegant sophisticated
style—other similar elongated figures have been found. It’s
now thought it is a fertility stick, pushed into the ground to
ensure a good harvest.
We had a map guide of this museum, but it was virtually
impossible to follow. As we found typical all over Italy, it
seemed to be well organized on paper, but it didn’t work! We
were surprised to see the carelessness showed the materials—one small display had tumbled over and, I suspect from
the dust, not any time in the recent past!
There were hundreds of funeral urns with different carvings. A common one was a figure reclining on one arm, much
the way Bucky likes to recline while reading. The heads were
very large in relation to the bodies. We saw traces of garish
color on many of the arms—they were obviously pretty gaudy
when new!
Other urns had beasts fantasy figures, or funeral scenes,
animals, etc. One had children amongst the adults attending
the funeral. We also saw the remains of an umbrella! Leaving
Volterra we passed a restaurant which had a menu in four
languages—if we hadn’t realized it before, we now knew we
had been enjoying a tourist town. Some of the restaurant’s
selections were wild boar roebuck, horsemeat ham, ostrich
ham.
Volterra turned out to be an interesting town.
From Volterra we drove to San Gimignano, expecting
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people and collected numerous finds discovered in and around the town into a
personal museum, which—in late 1761—he gifted to the town.” (http://www.h2g2.
com/entry/A74607889)
And that’s the museum we visited.
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to arrive as the sun was beginning to set. One observation
which was regularly repeated was the way the haze softened
the already beautiful Tuscan landscape, as if a gauzy veil
covered the earth—looking just like the veil over the dead
Juliet in Romeo and Juliet.
So, on to San Gimignano. I picked some olive leaves from
a tree where we stopped to take photos outside the town (and
for some reason, recorded nothing on our tape recorder from
this point to the end of the tape, which wasn’t very much, but
still!)
San Gimignano–(“Sahn Jimmy-john-o”) “delle Belle Torri”
is, according to the Rough Guide, “perhaps the best known
village in Italy,” due to its skyline of towers. It has a very
medieval feeling for people who enjoy time travel. We had
just seen Tea with Mussolini, so we were looking forward to
seeing San Gimignano’s towers and to eventually “have tea
in the Uffizi.” Despite the fact that the town gets a lot of tourists, it’s still quite lovely to visit.
Bucky spent some time trying to get photos of the towers,
but decided that such views must be made from a greater
height than the casual tourist can attain. His other observation about picture taking in Italy is that there are tower
cranes and wires everywhere! At least the Italian government
has not yet managed to get the Tuscan landscape copyrighted.
It’s hard for me to believe they will ever become sufficiently
organized to do so.
T he Rough Guide recom mend s a f u l l d ay i n Sa n
Gimignano, barring that, the night, to see the towers illuminated. We had time for neither, so we arrived an hour or so
before sunset, to catch the evening light on the towers.
T he Rough Guide says Sa n Gi mig na no was probably founded by the Etruscans, since there are tombs in the
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area, later inhabited by the Romans. The present name
may have come from 450 a bishop from Modena named
Sam Gimignano, “whose intervention is supposed to have
saved the settlement from the attacks of Attila the Hun.” The
towers replaced wooden houses beginning in the middle
of the 13th century. In its heyday in the 14th century, “the
town’s walls enclosed 5 monasteries, four hospitals, public
baths a brothel,” and the population was twice its present
number (now 7,500; then 15,000). The town was controlled
by 2 great families–the Ardinghelli the Salvucci—heads of
the Guelph Ghibelline factions, and their fighting wreaked
havoc on the town, fighting with neighboring towns. The
vendettas halted with the Black Death of 1348, which devastated the population. The town was subjugated by Florence,
which broke the power of the nobles. The Rough Guide says,
“the tower houses, symbolic of real control elsewhere, posed
little threat–and so were not torn down; today 15 (of an
original 72) survive.” After plagues in 1464 1631, the town
became a backwater. E. M. Forster used San Gimignano as
the setting for his novel Where Angels Fear To Tread.
Now San Gimignano has created its own line to promote—
Vernaccia di San Gimignano. We decided to find one of the
Rough Guide’s recommended restaurants for supper, one
being the Dorando, which we had tried to call earlier in the
trip. We got through, but when the asked for someone who
spoke Inglese, they put down the phone. So, even though the
Dorando was supposedly closed on Thursdays, we set off to
find it. It was very chichi inside, all white walls women in
black dresses silver jewelry. They said they were completo.
Back outside, Bucky wondered if we were not dressed well
enough to be welcome. But we found many of the restaurants,
at 9 p.m. with signs saying “completo,” so perhaps they were.
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One we had not planned to go to was La Mangiatoia, “the
Trough.” But they could seat us and they gave us a decent
meal, and the host had a cute little puppy in the restaurant!
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Into Volterra.

Finding the Etruscan Gate.

San Gimignano!
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Day 15: Friday, June 9, 2000—Florence
Our last full day in Italy. We spent the morning packing preparing to leave, with plans to train into Florence
once more—we had reservations to enter the Uffizi @ 3:15 p.m.
Our train was the milk run again, but we got to the Uffizi
right on time. I finally got a chance to see 2 of my favorite
paintings, we had a chance to “have tea at the Uffizi.”
The Uffizi is “Florence’s prime tourist attraction,” and originally offices built by Vasari for Cosimo I in 1560. After Vasari
died, another Medici, Francesco the 1st asked Buontalenti to
glaze the upper story to house his art collection. Succeeding
Medicis continued to add to the art collection; the final collection was made available to the public by the last member
of the family. Despite her wishes that all the art remain in
Florence, most everything except the paintings were removed
to other museums.
In the collonades around the courtyard there are statues busts of famous men in the open area, dozens of
peddlers selling posters, reproductions, jewelry, scarves, etc.
Painters set up easels, tourists sit down to rest, and the sky
looks an amazing blue!
We think the scene in Tea with Mussolini, when the ladies
are being put out of the gallery, a Brown Shirt picks up the
little dog to pitch out the window, must have been shot in one
of the 2 corridors. The Rough Guide says to expect a room
or two to be closed, in summer, sometimes one half the
gallery!
Of course we weren’t able to have tea in a gallery room,
so we had coffee sparkling wine gelato outside on the
roof. We shared the space with tourists, pigeons sparrows.
We watched a white dove perch on the side of a foun-
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tain drink, then an American woman came along and
scooped up a handful of water to taste. “Pigeons have been
shitting in that water,” muttered Bucky—yucko!
The Botticellis were beautiful, but the colors seemed muted.
Yet the birth of Venus had supposedly been restored in 1985.
It was still wonderful to see them, and I was happy they were
big! I still remember being surprised by the small size of the
Mona Lisa.
Much of the art in the Uffizi (that we breezed through) is
religious art, a lot of it is stilted not very interesting. The
Botticellis are gems, of course, and they were probably commissioned essentially as room decorations. Two little books I
bought which describe the paintings make it clear that they
have been the objects of a great deal of research study, yet
no one really knows what they are supposed to represent.
They stand out from other art of the period by their uniqueness mystery. One interpretation of Primavera is that it
celebrates the wedding of Lorenzo. He being the figure on
the left, his bride the woman in the flowered dress. But, no
one really knows. She has always seemed somewhat sad or
melancholy to me, but maybe that’s an early version of the
Italian beauty’s disdainful pout.
The Venus of Urbino was of interest to us because we had
just been in Urbino. The Rough Guide says it is “the most
fleshly and provocative of all Renaissance nudes”—but Mark
Twain called it “the foulest, the vilest, the obscenest picture
the world possesses.” I wonder why Mark Twain disliked it so
much? I noticed that the portrait of an old woman neighboring the Venus of Urbino had the same little dog in it!
There was one Michelangelo in the “Michelangelo room”—
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the Tondo Doni. It wasn’t very good, but Michelangelo thought
sculpture was the only art worth doing, maybe a bit of fresco,
but certainly not painting. Michelangelo was a bit opinionated, it seems to me—the Rough Guide is constantly making
reference to an opinion he had about somebody or their art or
their politics. The Tondo Doni, the Rough Guide says, is the
“only easel painting he came close to completing.” Once again,
the meaning of this painting is debated. I think he wasn’t a
good painter, so he didn’t have anything good to say about
painting or painters.
For our last evening, of course we had to go to Giusti’s for
house red pizza calzone! First, we settled our bill with the
Rossis over prosciutto wine from a Cortona buddy of Mr.
Rossi’s. We got an outside table at Giusti’s the same waitress
as on our 1st night. She wanted to know if we had followed
her recommendation to snack at Ricky’s Café in Florence,
which we had.
And I have nearly forgotten to mention seeing the porcupine on our driveway—perhaps on Thursday night? It was an
evening near the end of the trip and it was dark.
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Day 16: Saturday, June 10, 2000—Return
On traveling days, I’m usually up early, so on the 10th I was
up at 5:30, writing in the trip diary packing a few things.
Lorenzo came in I gave him a big serving of fish I’d been
saving for him. We said our goodbyes after a photo session.
Mrs. Rossi gave me a gift of an apron with bottles of wine on
the front. We made one false start, realizing halfway down
the drive that we still had the house key. We drove back met
Mr. Rossi who was just leaving to chase after us with a pair of
black slacks a headscarf I’d left behind. We were sad to leave.
Our f light home was relatively painless, though once
again we found the Charles de Gaulle airport its personnel
frustrating almost insufferable. We disembarked @ 7 p.m.,
cruised through baggage claim customs, were in our car
by 8 p.m. at Yo’s house by 9:30.
Gunther seemed uninterested in our return.
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A Long Time in One Place

All of Tuscany, and especially Volterra, had a feel of being lived in

for forever. There was nothing wild about it at all. It was very different from being in the Highlands, which by contrast, even though
we saw monuments much more ancient than the Etruscan gate and
walls, seemed to have been lived in hardly at all. The old stones of
Scotland were not part of a continuing tradition. In fact, we saw
evidence people were trying to destroy them.
Of course, we didn’t see anyone around Volterra pushing metal
sticks in the ground to ensure fertility or some such. The Shadow of
the Evening was in a museum, a curiosity of a past that was past. But
the Etruscan Gate, the satellite dishes next to stones holding down
roof tiles, the marvelous ancient old houses still proudly kept up,
gave a feeling of continuity that was intriguing. How far back could
any particular aspect of modernity be traced?
Loie wants to write a book about objects that have remained
mostly unchanged over thousands of years: combs, pottery, shoes.
Now umbrellas have to be added. We no longer build stone circles
or cairns. But we build stone churches. How much does a comb
have to change before we lose the sense it’s of ancient vintage?
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